In this quiz the answer to each clue is a palindrome; to aid in the solution, word-divisions and all vowels are given. The first letters of all thirteen palindromes will spell out another palindrome when read from top to bottom. Answers are given in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

1. "In olden days a glimpse of stocking..." - EE - E-E-
2. If I could only love you more - 0 - E-I-E - I-E, - O
3. Jumble a proverb - I - - - A-I
5. Hey, Mr. DeMille, do the cops realize the worth of Aida? - O - - A - - O-I-E, - E-I-, O-E-A - O-?
6. Where cheer-leaders rehearse - E-- A--E-
8. What prevented boring speaker from completing his own speech? - A- - A- - A-
9. Do you care what they say about you? - O, I - I- O-I-I-O-
12. The Cold War, for instance O-E - O-E-- - E- O-E-, O

Clue to vertical palindrome: What Russia is full of